Tissue analogues employed for ballistic purposes are often monolithic in nature, e.g. ballistic gelatin and soap, etc. However, such constructs are not representative of realworld biological systems. Further, ethical considerations limit the ability to test with real-world tissues. This means that availability and understanding of accurate tissue simulants is of key importance. Here, the shock response of a wide range of ballistic simulants (ranging from dermal (protective / bulk) through to skeletal simulant materials) determined via plate-impact experiments are discussed, with a particular focus on the classification of the behaviour of differing simulants into groups that exhibit a similar response under high strain-rate loading. Resultant Hugoniot equation-of-state data (U s -u p ; P-v) provides appropriate feedstock materials data for future hydrocode simulations of ballistic impact events.
2 material consistency and ethical constraints. Despite this important role, the majority of tissue simulants currently in use are relatively simplistic in nature. As an example, both Ballistics Gelatin [1, 2] and Soap [3] are comprised of a single phase, making them essentially bulk (monolithic) tissue analogues. Whereas, real-world tissue-based structures such as limbs are significantly more complex with multiple elements (skeletal, muscular, adipose, etc) present. Further, physical ballistic testing is inherently both resource and time intensive. To this end, it is becoming common practise to compliment experimental ballistics trials with numerical simulationsfor example, employing explicit dynamic hydrocodes. The accuracy of the outputs from such simulations is, however, heavily dependent on the quality of the fundamental target (tissue) materials data employed. To this end, understanding of material hydrodynamic and constitutive equations-of-state to enable complimentary simulations is a key requirement if tissue analogues are to be successfully employed in real-world ballistic tests.
A number of studies have already been undertaken at low-medium strain-rates (<10 4 /s). At relatively low strain rates, Comley and Fleck [4] investigated the toughness of porcine adipose tissue via a "trouser tear test". This was undertaken with a tensile testing machine at crosshead speeds of just 0.01-10 mm/s. Materials toughness was correlated to two key components of underlying structure. Essentially, energy absorption was linked to a collagen-based reinforcement membrane surrounding lipid-filled cells (adipocytes), with additional secondary toughness contributions from a network of surrounding collagen (known as interlobular septa).
In a study more focused on bulk material properties, Jussila et al. [5] carried out a series of ballistic tests using lead spheres of 4.5-mm diameter, with these experiments focused incident on different skin simulants covering gelatin blocks. Via comparison to literature data on penetration threshold velocity, tensile strength and elongation at break for human skin (from cadavers), an optimal skin simulant of approximately 1mm thick chrome-tanned leather was identified.
However, despite these and other studies [6] [7] [8] , there continues to be a relative paucity in the literature of fundamental high strain-rate (hydrodynamic) tissue / analogue material property data. Consequently here, building on a series of previous in-house studies [1, 3, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , data on the high strain-rate response of a wide range of 3 (ballistic) tissue analogues representing all key components of a mammalian limb structure are collectively reported for the first time. This paper is designed to bring together dynamic material property data on a relatively complete selection of potential tissue simulantswith data from previous publications by a selection of the authors re-visited and combined with recent experimental results. Essentially, Hugoniot equation-of-state data (U s -u p ; P-v) derived from plate-impact experiments [15, 16] , which has the potential to serve as feedstock materials data for hydrocode simulations of ballistic impact events, is reported. A total of seven analogues are discussed which are often employed as monolithic simulant materials. These cover epithelial, connective, muscular and simulated skeletal materials, allowing a focus on the classification of the behaviour of differing simulants into groups that exhibit a similar response under high strain-rate loading.
Material Properties
A total of seven tissue analogues representative of each of the main constituent elements of biological systems have been considered in this study. A brief background on each material, along with key elastic properties, is presented in Table I. In each case, the tissue simulants are divided into one of four categories: epithelial (lining); connective (providing an interface between differing tissue groups); muscular, or; skeletal (supporting) tissues [17] . Where appropriate, reference to previous work on these simulant materials is also included. 4 
Experimental Method
Data presented in this paper was gathered via a series of plate-impact experiments [15] [16] . A 50-mm bore single-stage gas-gun [23] was employed to impact tissue analogue targets in the velocity regime 75 to 993 m/s with Cu and Al 6061 flyer plates. Targets were carefully prepared with all impact and target surfaces perpendicular to the impact axis finished to a tolerance of ≤5 m to ensure they were parallel with each other. This allowed all elements of the projectile's surface to make contact with the target essentially simultaneously. In turn, inertial confinement of the target material constrained radial material flow, thereby impacting a planar (1D) strain (but not stress) loading into the target, establishing the stress () / strain () states detailed in Equations 1 and 2.
Where the subscripts 'x' and 'y' denote the condition along and orthogonal to the impact axis respectively.
Longitudinal embedded manganin stress gauges of type LM-SS-125CH-048 manufactured by Vishay Micro-Measurements, USA were employed to monitor shock propagation, with interpretation based on Ref. [24] . While the specifics of target construction varied with each target material, and are reported elsewhere [1, 3, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the generic arrangement employed was in line with that illustrated in Figure 1 .
---- Figure 1 near here ----
Results and Discussion
For the epithelial, connective and muscular materials, data employed here has been previously published elsewhere [1, 3, [9] [10] [11] [12] ; whereas for the Synbone ® , new experimental data is presented alongside previously published data [13, 14] reinterpreted in the light of the recent additional results. The resultant experimental data for Synbone ® is presented in Table II , with maximum potential calculated errors (derived following the approach detailed in Ref. [25] ) included for reference. Typical gauge traces for the six potential bulk analogue materials considered are presented in Figure 2 ; i.e. all tissues considered except for Synbone ® . Based on knowledge of gauge separation (e.g. target thickness), arrival times at successive gauges allowed direct calculation of shock velocity for given impact conditions. In each case in Figure 2 , the amplitude of the rear gauge trace has been normalised to that of the front gauge via an impedance match taking into account the impedance of the backing PMMA [25, 26] .
---- Figure 2 near here ---- 8 All of the traces presented in Figure 2 exhibit a number of similarities, namely:
1. a rapid (between 100-200 ns) rise in stress on shock arrival 2. evidence of ringingtentatively attributed to electrical effects due to its high frequencyas the system reaches a peak stress 3. decay from the initial peak to a plateau in stress (nominally constant, with a small gradient in some cases) 4. either tensile release arrival at the front gauge followed by unloading and then shock arrival, leading (typically without ringing) to a similar sequence of events at the rear surface gauge, or vice-versa (e.g. for Ballistic Soap in Despite these similarities, some differences between the different sets of gauge traces are apparent. Several of these are simply a function of the target arrangementwhereas others are likely linked to underlying material response.
One key difference is the presence of re-loadings during the initial stress pulse and thin target constructs leading to re-loading before release arrival. More fundamentally, even though the structure of the initial input pulse (i.e. a square-wave) was nominally similar in each case, the resultant front surface gauge traces (representing stress in the target material) have markedly different profiles.
Interestingly, relatively little initial ringing is apparent following the initial rise in Soap in Figure 2 (c) as opposed to the other target materials considered. This appears to correlate to the presence of a ramp to the stress plateau behind the initial shock for Soap as opposed to an overshoot in the other cases. Such behaviour has been linked elsewhere to underlying material structure, albeit in metals and in the lateral rather than longitudinal plane [27] . As such ramping is not observed in the front gauge traces associated with the polymeric simulants Perma-Gel ® , Sylgard ® and lard, entanglement of polymer chains is probably not influencing this response [28] [29] [30] . 9 Instead, it is tentatively postulated that this behaviour arises due to the polar nature of Soap molecules acting on compression act to repel each other. This repulsion would increase in magnitude with the degree of compression, potentially leading to the observed damped final rise and subsequent reduced ringing.
In addition, it is worth highlighting the unusual form of the rear surface trace in Figure 2 (d) for Sylgard ® as well as that for muscle tissue in Figure 2 (f). This rear surface trace exhibits a ramped rise to the final Hugoniot stress. This is tentatively attributed here to pore (air entrapment from Sylgard ® preparation) collapse (while some ramping is apparent on the front gauge this is minimalmeaning that as observed behind the target, the phenomena is almost certainly a result of its inherent structure). Essentially, such behaviour is indicative of an increase in apparent strength or resistance to compression. In this case, this is likely a result of the pores beginning to collapse as the leading edge of the shock propagates through the Sylgard ® . This would lead to an increase in material densityand therefore impedance, meaning that this compressed material would inevitably be able to higher stress.
Synbone ® is considered separately here due to its more complex (porous) structure. Traces are presented in Figure 3 covering a variety of different loading pressures / velocities. These traces, as well as exhibiting the features highlighted in Figure 2 , also show a couple of interestingand uniquepoints. In all cases the relatively short loading duration compared to the traces presented in Figure 2 for the other six analogue materials is the result of the limited target thicknesses commercially available. Although here, even though the release arrives in <1s, the eventual rapid rise at the rear surface suggests that a shock was still established in the target material, validating its inclusion in subsequent data analysis.
In all cases the main rise on the rear gauge traces presented in GPa with a standard deviation of 0.015 GPa. As the velocity increased, whilst the amplitude remained relatively constant, this feature was observed to steadily decrease in duration. Combined, this suggests that the initial ramp is an elastic precursorwith this being close to overdriven at higher velocitiese.g. Figure 3 (c). The velocity of 10 this feature was found to be slightly less than that of the longitudinal sound speed for 100% dense polyurethane of 2.39 mm/s [26] ; e.g. it ranged from 1.82 to 2.03 mm/s for the three cases show in Figure 3 . It is postulated that this precursor represents an elastic wave travelling through the polyurethane matrix, with the lower velocity compared to 100% dense polyurethaneand associated scatter in measured valueslikely attributable to the tortuous path which such waves would have to follow through the structural elements of the porous Synbone ® .
----Figure 3 near here ----
Following on from the initial precursor, the rear surface gauges for Synbone ® targets were consistently observed to rise to a peak relatively slowly. This ramped response is attributed here to the final collapse of the pores present within the material (with initial collapse having started on shock arrival), before the compressed material subsequently 'shocks-up' to the final Hugoniot stress. This unusual collapselikely linked to the relatively high material porositywas also apparent in optical analysis of recovered samples. For example, Figure 4 illustrates the effect of shock loading at nominally 228 m/s with an Al flyer on the bulk of a Synbone ® sample. As shown in Figure 3 (b), the pores can be observed to have collapsed along the impact axis, with fracture consistently occurring at the edges of the pores perpendicular to the loading axis. It is interesting to note that this failure appears to propagate in nominally lateral planes across the material.
Further, significant oscillations were also apparent on all Synbone ® shots. These were most prominent on the front surface gauge and were likely a function of the incident shock reflecting back / forth from pores just below the target material surface.
As an example, over the first half micro-second of the front gauge trace in Figure 3 (c), these oscillations are found to have frequencies nominally in the range 10 to 25 MHz.
Assuming an elastic sound speed of approximately 2 mm/s, this corresponds to 11 feature sizes of nominally 200 to 80 microns respectivelyconsistent with the range of pore sizes observed in Figure 4 . ---- Figure 5 near here ----From Figure 5 it is immediately apparent that the tissue simulants considered fall into a number of different, discrete, groups. Considering first the six dermal (bulk) materials separately to the skeletal analogue Synbone ® , behaviour at low impact 12 (particle) velocities also appear to be different to that at higher velocities. In the low velocity (broadly u p < 0.6 mm/s) regime, the epithelial simulants gelatin and Perma-Gel ® , as well as the connective material lard and the muscular tissue analogue all behave in a similar manner. Whereas Sylgard ® and ballistic soap exhibit markedly different responses both to this group and to each other. At elevated impact velocities, there appears to be a greater convergence in terms of material response in all casesin particular in terms of the equation-of-state for the ballistic soap converging with those of the other five dermal simulant materials considered. This convergence is likely attributable to the underlying polymeric-like nature of the various materials.
Essentially it is postulated that at elevated particle velocities (and therefore pressures) the materials will likely be compressed sufficiently that they will exhibit similar densities / impedancesthereby sustaining similar shock velocities under otherwise equivalent loadings.
However, it is notable that despite the convergence of the epithelial, connective and muscular tissue simulant Hugoniot equations-of-state at higher impact velocities, there is still a marked separation in terms of absolute shock velocities for a given particle velocity. In particular, gelatin and Sylgard ® appear to exhibit much lower shock velocities than the other materials, with a convergence only at higher particle velocities. While their comparable densities (Table II) might suggest a similarity in response (e.g. hydrodynamic-like behaviorin line with the fact that gelatin is by definition simply a gelled fluid), their differences in structurecombined with P-v response (see Figure 6 ) make this unlikely. Instead, it seems likely that the convergence in this regime may be coincidentalwith supported shock velocities for Sylgard ® likely continuing to trend upwards at even higher flyer impact velocities than those accessible with the equipment employed here. Finally, it is worth noting that Synbone exhibits a very different U s -u p response to the bulk materialswith the increasing rate of enhancement to shock velocity as the particle velocity increases likely attributable to pore collapse / consequent enhancement in material density.
The equations for the resultant best-fit Hugoniot curves plotted through experimental data points are presented in Table III respectively. It is interesting to note that for the PermaGel ® and Synbone ® the nonlinear curves produced a much better fit to the experimental data, whereas in the other cases the linear fit was more effective. Such non-linear responses have been linked elsewhere to polymeric behaviourwith the non-linearity arising from the different strengths of inter-and intra-chain bonds and the resultant differential failure of these bonds under high strain-rate loading [31] . In the U s -u p plane, for materials with a linear equation-of-state, the intercept with the ordinate axis typically corresponds to the material's bulk sound speed, whereas the gradient (S) has been linked to material compressibility as the first pressure derivative of the bulk modulus. Essentially, higher values of 'S' appear to correspond to higher material compressibility [28] [29] [30] . To this end, in terms of compressibility the data 14 presented in Figure 6 , in the P-v, plane, Ballistic Soap appears to show a markedly different resistance to compression as opposed to gelatin. This discrepancy is tentatively attributed here to the fact that, in reality, as detailed in Table III , Ballistic Soap demonstrates a non-linear response in the U s -u p plane (evidenced by a markedly higher magnitude value of 'S' of 2.52 as opposed to 1.77 when non-linear and linear fits are considered respectively). In turn, the increase in compressibility moving from Perma-Gel ® to Sylgard ® and lard is likely linked to a corresponding increase in underlying polymeric material complexity. Essentially, it is postulatedin line with work on the influence of polymeric chain side groups on shock response elsewhere [28] [29] [30] that steric effects would have led to enhanced resistance to compression as structural elements become more complex.
Synbone ® is a slightly different case to the dermal (bulk) tissue analogues in that the underlying material is polyurethane. For comparison, the corresponding equationof-state for solid polyurethane ( 0 = 1.264 g/cc) in the U s -u p plane is 2.45 + 1.58u p [26] within the shock regime in question. Unsurprisingly, this suggests that solid polyurethane is significantly less compressible than the porous Synbone ® (where the linear best-fit curve from Table III is considered) . Further, it is interesting to note when the polynomial (non-linear) best fit curve from Table III is compared to those (both linear and non-linear) for the dermal analogues, that the 'S' term for Synbone ® has a negative coefficient (as opposed to positive for all other cases). This is likely a function of the porous nature and consequent multi-phase collapse of the material under increased loading. The link between compressibility and bulk modulus is normally only valid for linear equations-of-state [28] [29] [30] . However, as shown in Figure 5 , an increase in gradient in the U s -u p plane as particle velocity (and therefore loading rate) increases occurs for Synbone ® . Physically, this suggests reduced 15 compressibility; e.g. as the pores are taken up / collapse, material compaction accelerates and compressibility deceases.
Measured / calculated experimental data derived from plate-impact experiments conducted using the six dermal simulant materials investigated are presented in Figure   6 in the P/ x -v plane. Volumes were calculated from the measured U s -u p data presented in Figure 5 / Table III via Equation 3 [16], with pressures / stresses measured directly in the tested materials via embedded Manganin gauges (see Figure   1 ). Alongside the experimental data, hydrodynamic curves calculated using Equation 4 [16] are also presented for comparative purposes.
---- Figure 6 near here ----From Figure 6 it is apparent that the six dermal (epithelial, connective and muscular) simulants considered here behave in markedly different manners under shock. The different analogue materials separate into two distinct groups which each subsequently converge in terms of material response at elevated pressures / stresses.
The first group is gelatin and Sylgard ® , with the second comprising muscle, Perma-Gel ® , Soap and lard. Enhanced resistance to compression is evidenced by both the convergence of the Hugoniot data at higher apparent stresses for the second group of 16 materials (consistent with the convergence of U s -u p data in Figure 5 ), as well as deviation of the highest amplitude experimental data points above the corresponding hydrodynamic curves for the Soap, Perma-Gel ® and muscle (in line with Equation 5 [10, 34] ).
Where P is the hydrostatic pressure and  max is the maximum shear strength of the target material.
Such behaviour suggests a continued residual material strength despite the relatively high loading stresses, a result which is consistent with the proposed steric effect for Soap detailed in the discussion of Table III. In the case of the muscular material it is postulated that this effect derives from the sinuous nature of the medium.
However, for the other four simulant materials considered in Figure 6 , instead of such a deviatoric response, the experimental data is to a large extent co-incident with the corresponding hydrodynamic curves.
The data presented in Figure 6 excludes that for the skeletal simulant material, Synbone ® . When this data is includedas shown in Figure 7 a notable difference in material response is immediately apparent.
---- Figure 7 near here ----
The compression curve for the Synbone ® data presented in Figure 7 is based on Equations 4 and 6 [35] . The polynomial best-fit presented in Table III was applied to calculate P, where Pc is the cold Hugoniot curve (assumed to be the Hugoniot here) and K = 2 0 + 1with  (Grünessian gamma) taken to have a value of 1.55namely that of polyurethane [36] .
Good agreement is observed between the compression and experimental data.
Further, there appears to be evidence that the Synbone ® data is trending back towards the response of polyurethanethe material from which it comprised and whose bulk
Hugoniot equation-of-state is included here for comparison [26] .
Unsurprisingly, the results presented here suggest that under impact Synbone ® is behaving as a compacting porous material. The data presented in Figure 7 appears to suggest that at higher pressures a slight increase in volume is occurring. While potentially simply a function of inherent errors on the measured data, such a response could potentially be attributed to thermal thermal effects as pores collapse leading to a reduction in densityand therefore an increase in volume. Such behaviour (namely an inversion of the Hugoniot equation-of-state in the P-v plane) in a porous material was described by Zel'dovich, and, Raizer [35] . Overall, from Figure 7 , it is immediately clear that in addition to the two different groups of analogues with similar high strain-rate behaviours previously identified (Soap, lard and Perma-Gel ® in the first instance and gelatin and Sylgard ® in the second), the response of Synbone ® to impact loading is such that an additional sub-set of data is required.
Conclusions
In this paper shock data (Hugoniot equations-of-state) for a selection of seven tissue analogues (four epithelial, one connective, one muscular and one skeletal, from a combination of new experiments and previous work by the authors) is collectively presented for the first time. From material response in both the U s -u p and P-v planes it is apparent that even within the single epithelial tissue analogue category, analogue materials behave in demonstrably different manners under high strain-rate (shock) loading. In particular, it has been observed that the epithelial simulants Ballistic Soap, 18 Perma-Gel ® and the connective simulant Lard exhibit similar behaviours in the P-v plane. Whereas gelatin and Sylgard ® sit within a second category which exhibits a lower resistance to compression under a given impact, while the skeletal analogue Synbone ® shows a collapse indicative of a porous structure.
Thus, the results presented demonstrate that tissue analogues behave in fundamentally different manners under high strain-rate loading. In addition, it is apparent that tissue simulants with fundamentally different applications can exhibit an otherwise similar hydrodynamic response, for example, the bulk and brain tissue simulants gelatin and Sylgard ® , respectively. Consequently, it is suggested that the use of a single tissue analogue would be inherently inaccurate when studying high strain-rate / ballistic effects. Instead, it is proposed that a composite approachwith full underlying understanding of the individual tissue components responseswould provide a more realistic simulant solution.
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